UB attracts the brightest, most talented students from our region, across the country and around the globe. With a rich tradition of research excellence, innovative programs and a student body that looks like the real world, we create life-changing experiences for students and the world at large.

**FAST FACTS**

- 20,761 Undergrad enrollment
- 13 Schools and colleges
- 12:1 Student-faculty ratio
- $370 M Scholarships and financial aid administered to students last year
- 700+ Study abroad opportunities across seven continents
- 400+ Student clubs
- 18 Residence halls and apartments
- 35+ Dining locations on campus

*Fall 2022 data.

**ACADEMIC PROGRAMS**

- 140+ undergraduate programs (includes concentrations)
- 70+ combined undergraduate/graduate degree programs
- 300+ graduate and professional degrees

**POINTS OF PRIDE**

- UB is one of 71 institutions with membership in the Association of American Universities (AAU), a prestigious group at the forefront of breakthroughs in education, research and discovery.
- As a Kiplinger’s Personal Finance Best College Value, UB is consistently recognized for excellence and affordability.
- Through Finish in 4, you’ll get the support you need to graduate in four years.
- Our low 12:1 student-faculty ratio allows you to connect with great minds who will help shape yours, preparing you for each step of your academic journey and beyond.
- UB is No. 2 in the U.S. for climate action. (Times Higher Education Impact Rankings)
- UB’s extensive alumni network includes 293,000+ UB grads in 50 states and 150 countries.

**APPLY ONLINE** at admissions.buffalo.edu/apply.

- UB is test optional and supports SUNY’s decision to make the submission of SAT and ACT test scores optional for undergraduate admissions consideration.

**APPLICATION COMPLETION DATES**

- Early Action: Nov. 15
- Regular Decision: Feb. 1

**SCHOLARSHIP CONSIDERATION DEADLINE:** Dec. 8

**VISIT US:** Browse opportunities to learn about UB, see our campus and connect with our community: admissions.buffalo.edu/visit.